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Love & Hip Hop: Hollywood (Series 1)

12 x 60'

EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. La La Land

Teairra Mari tries to hold on to her undying love for Ray J, Soulja Boy and Nia decide to build a
future together, and Omarion and Apryl are expecting their first child.

2. Ex'd Out

Nikki seeks answers after discovering her boyfriend has shacked up with another woman while
Nia finds a compromising picture that puts her relationship with Soulja Boy in question.

3. Moving On

Hazel and Teairra prove that friendships in Hollywood are only an illusion while Apryl and Omarion
try to reconcile with his mother, Leslie.

4. Claim Game

Hazel sees Berg's true colors while Morgan tries to play peacemaker with Nikki and Masika by
organizing a spa day, but things don't go as planned.

5. Truth Be Told

Ray J questions Morgan's loyalty and Mally Mall stands by his main girl Nikki, leading to a major
showdown with Masika.

6. Exit Stage Left
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When Nikki has second thoughts over Mally Mall's fidelity, an interrogation exposes the truth once
and for all while Fizz catches Amanda in a compromising position.

7. Busted

Teairra cements her musical marriage with Berg, Soulja Boy comes face to face with Nia's dad,
and Ray J turns all the way up leading him behind bars.

8. Dissed And Dismissed

Masika cozies up to Berg, igniting a fire in Hazel while Moniece literally takes matters into her own
hands.

9. Face The Music

Masika's billboard causes tensions to flare with Nikki while Apryl and Omarion prepare for
parenthood.

10. Gossip Girl

Masika and Berg advance their relationship while Nia drops a bombshell that could change her
relationship with Soulja Boy.

11. Treading Water

Hazel and Teairra attempt to mend their broken friendship while Ray J leaves his relationship with
Princess treading water.

12. Matters Of The Heart

Fizz and Moniece try to mend their relationship, Hazel confronts Masika in one final showdown,
and Ray J and Princess reach a crossroad in their relationship.


